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Ethical 
Consciousness



AP Bio



Equality, Diversity 

and Inclusion
The Black Lives Matter movement 

will shape 2021 as it accelerates the 

importance of equality for all

Accountability and 

Transparency
There is nowhere to hide for brands 

when it comes to their ethical stance 

and company purpose

Sustainability
Environmental concern is coming back 

into focus with a matter of urgency



Diversity
Equality

& Inclusion



Source: Google Trends UK 2020, Global WebIndex Global Digital Trend Report 2020, PR Week UK News Analysis

60%

18-34

Age of respondents who agree brands should 

actively speak out about racism

50%

35-44

20%

65+



Employ a panel of Generation Change 

youths to give an honest review of the 

brand’s past ads, then set them a brief to 

work on your next social ad alongside 

your existing ad agency.

A shoppable AFP documentary featuring Ashley 

Walters exploring young black entrepreneurs 

across the UK and the work they’re doing to help 

drive the local economy in their community.

Opportunities to shop the products by black 

owned businesses on show direct through 

the content.

Join Sky’s fight against hate. Interviews on 

Sky Sports Social featuring athletes who 

have overcome adversity as “firsts” in their 

field, and the great work they continue today.

Contribute to the conversation around diversity and inclusion?



& Transparency
Accountability



Ethical Rating Apps Brands Exposed 
The World's First 

Carbon Negative Beer



Use our platforms to offer transparency to customers?



Sustainability



Source: Google Trends 2020, Raconteur

71%

Agree sustainability should be the UK’s 

primary focus this year



Inspire our audience to take action in their immediate 

communities, by using AdSmart from Sky to hero local 

initiatives.

Feature the people making a difference on the ground, and 

provide clear CTA’s for our audience to help make change.

A reactive Sky social campaign that recycles energy burned by 

Premier League stars into a physical resource that Sky & a 

partner will donate to a sustainable cause.

Reward any player who runs over 11km by planting trees in the 

player's name. Serve short analysis pieces created with Sky 

Sports talent.

Activate around sustainability?


